I support the resolutions to be read at today. The time is
in the afternoon, they were feeling as if they could go
somewhere—anywhere almost away from C. Hill.
What about your invitations to Columbia? Here
they official I have a letter from L. who seems
like a clorer. It seems glad she went. It will do
her good in many ways. Eliza is waiting anxiously
to know what L's decision will be.

Young Swanz has just been down again about
the well. We will wait late a jet 1745 etc. If it
is done at all, it had better be done now.

I read most of your letter to O. A. yesterday
evening. He says I must tell you he thanks you for
it. He has seemed very sad since you left. I
had a visit from Miss Gates yesterday, asking for
my patronage for a dancing school she is trying
to get up here. Do not see then my daughters,
was very civil to the poor woman, for she has the
manners of a lady. Poor thing, so shabbily treat
I yet carefully—it with your children depending on
her earnings. She went back to Miss Beauford
said it was worth a trip from A. to be received. It
talked to so kindly as Mrs Spencer had done.

Writ Mrs. Bingham to please that speech A. Ashley
I hope I trust he will sincerely ought to.